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Ideas & Issues (Training & Education)

“Run More,
Read Less”
Professional military education is on you
by Mr. Brendan B. McBreen

T

he Marine Corps can only
teach you 25 percent of
what you need to know. You
need to drive the majority
of your professional military education (PME). Years ago, Marine cynics
would say, “Run more, read less!” But
today’s battlefield—and today’s Marine
Corps—demands professional, welleducated leaders.
The Marine Corps order on PME,
MCO 1553.4B (2008), tasks each of
us to “assume responsibility for your
own professional development.” Of the
four types of PME, two are provided
by the institution and two are provided
by individual Marines.
Resident Instruction is school. Formal schools are excellent resources that
standardize the education of Marine
leaders at each grade. Non-Resident Instruction is also school. Using similar
curricula, our remote learning programs
educate Marines who do not attend resident school and provide other online
courses. Unit PME is military education
conducted inside units, and professional
self-study is the work done by individual
Marines to educate themselves.
Unit PME
Unit PME—events run by the unit
for the unit—builds strong and cohesive
teams. In some ways, this is more important than school. Commanders, who
are responsible for mentoring their Marines, should conduct most unit PME
events. Leaders teaching leaders directly
increases the combat capabilities of our
deployable units.
Unit PME should be a regular event,
ideally weekly, at a regular location away
from the office: “PME is Friday at 1430
in Building 7.” An aggressive quarterly
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training plan might schedule six to eight
PME events in a twelve-week quarter.
Officers and staff noncommissioned
officers can hold combined or separate
PME events. The unit leaders selected
to facilitate, and their dates and subjects,
are best coordinated at the beginning
of the quarter so that facilitators have
time to prepare. Conducting PME on
ship or while deployed is challenging
but rewarding—your captive audience
can focus on your specific conflict and
specific geography.
Unit PME should not be diluted by
social events or administrative briefings.
The focus should be on tactical education—that essential knowledge required
by Marines. Commanders who are too

busy for regular unit PME are not fully
developing their leaders.
Professional Self-Study
The main effort for you—and every
Marine leader—must be professional
self-study. Everyone needs his own individual PME plan with a set of specific
goals for each year.
Ever since I was a lieutenant, I have
kept an annual set of fitness, financial, and professional goals. These lists
evolved each year as I grew professionally. Clearly-stated written goals help
you to prioritize your time and ignore
Netflix and the NFL.
When I talk to young officers today,
I ask them, “What are your goals? What

Figure 1. Two of the four types of PME are the responsibility of the individual Marine.

(Figure

provided by author.)
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Reading is the cornerstone of professional self-study. (Photo provided by author.)

is your PME plan?” This is mine:
• Read one book every month.
• Read one article every month.
• Fight one adversary every month.
Books
If you read ten books a year, you
will consume 100 texts by the time you
make major. Keep one book in your
office, one in your briefcase, one by the
bed, and one on the toilet. Listen to
one in the car. Know the 100 standard
authors, works, and ideas that you are
expected to understand—the canon of
the profession.
The Commandant’s Professional
Reading Program, ALMAR 023/20, is
a great place to start, but you should
seek other recommendations from your
peers, instructors, and other authors.
Do not ignore fiction. Life’s truths are
often best understood through stories.
Articles
Regularly read one or two online
military sites. Subscribe to the Marine
Corps Gazette and another journal. Recent and relevant ideas and issues as
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well as new challenges and concepts are
all introduced and debated in military
journals.
Fights
The Marine Corps fights. Regardless

of your MOS, you need to fight to appreciate the challenges of conflict and
develop the skills of a combat leader.
Every month, you should make an assessment, make a decision, and issue an
order.
For ten years, I submitted a monthly
tactical decision game (TDG) order to
the Gazette. We fought TDGs with our
noncommissioned officers in the platoon and company. I fought wargames
with my peers on ship, at EWS, and
on Okinawa. In the battalion, in addition to field training, our unit PME
included map exercises and tactical
planning problems. Then, deployed
to crises and combat, my peers and I
issued real-world orders face-to-face to
our Marines with life or death consequences. I probably made 300 tactical
decisions by the time I was a major.
This was my fanatical pursuit of tactical
excellence.
Fighting makes you comfortable with
ambiguity, imperfect intelligence, and
changing situations, and forces you
to develop good habits for estimates,
decision making, and orders. Fighting
should be, but is not, a common activity
in the Marine Corps. You must forge
ahead by yourself because decision-making opportunities during field training
are so rare. Fight yourself, fight the computer, and fight your peers in wargames,
computer simulations, map exercises,

“Fights” in the form of multiple TDGs provide essential cognitive “reps and sets” to develop
and practice decision making as a combat skill. (Photo provided by author.)
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tactical problems, and TDGs. Learn
to facilitate decision-making exercises
for your Marines. Learn to create your
own map problems. It is not that hard.
As you gain professional experience,
you can expand your annual PME
goals:
• Write one article every year.
• Study one battle every year.

because some battlefield lessons are the
shorthand of our profession: “Just like
Buford’s decision on the first day.”
Pick a battle that interests you. Focus
on one small section—a key leader of a
key unit making a key decision at a key
hour. Narrow specificity is the key to
understanding a complex event.

An Article
Writing makes a Marine precise. We
are all obligated to improve the organization, so we need to hear your ideas.
Writing an article forces you to think
clearly about a subject and then communicate your recommendations. You
are not writing a novel. News reporters write paragraphs every day—useful
information explained clearly to others.
Every Marine leader is a communicator,
and everyone should be a writer.

We now need to
squeeze twenty years
of wisdom into ten
years of service.

A Battle Study
Professional Marines should understand how their ancestors fought.
Why? Because the human side of battle
never changes, because the fog of war
teaches us to expect uncertainty, and

Read the standard account, and
then read two more texts to get a more
rounded view. Draw a map, list the
units, and write the order. Assemble
your own list of insights and lessons
learned. You are not regurgitating history; rather, you are analyzing specific
decisions. Prepare your research as if you
are going to present it to your Marines at
PME. Field-grade officers should know
multiple battles.

When you want to dig deeper, link
your battle to the institutional decisions
that built that army. There are some
great books on British, German, French,
and U.S. Army policies and how those
policies affected battlefield competence.
Why PME?
The Marine Corps needs old heads on
young shoulders. We emphasize PME because: our leaders face new and growing
challenges, our smaller combined-arms
teams require skilled decision makers
at lower echelons and at greater distances, technology and communications are revolutionizing conflict, the
operational range of precision weapons
and the worldwide range of information
operations now make all of our units
more vulnerable, and because future
joint, urban, counterinsurgency, and
expeditionary advance base operations
require educated, capable, and flexible
leaders.
Our leaders must be educable: “able
to be educated.” Like all executives,
we must be able to evolve, learn, and
change over the course of our careers.
The ability to expand our knowledge
and the willingness to change our opinion are the hallmarks of true leaders.
“Run more, read less” cannot be our
philosophy, prioritizing pull-ups—easily-measured fitness scores—over professionalism. A recent report on company
commanders gushed at their scores as if
running was the most important skill
for a commander.
We now need to squeeze twenty years
of wisdom into ten years of service.
PME builds this professional knowledge
so our leaders can fight smarter. The
future battlefield demands leaders with
solid insights on the environment, the
adversary, and tactical solutions. The
American people expect high levels of
competence from our small-unit commanders—leadership, experience, war‑
fighting skills, and most importantly,
education.
PME is critical. Professional selfstudy is your main effort. The Marine
Corps cannot adequately prepare us all,
so you must drive your own professional
development.

Battle studies. (Photo provided by author.)
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